Integration of MR images with electroanatomical maps: feasibility and utility in guiding left ventricular substrate mapping.
The purpose of the study is to evaluate the feasibility and utility of magnetic resonance (MR) image and electroanatomic (EA) maps integration in guiding detailed left ventricle (LV) anatomical and substrate mapping, identifying the most accurate registration strategy. Twenty-five patients with dilated ischemic or non-ischemic cardiomyopathy were enrolled. We first verified the feasibility and accuracy of EA mapping and MR image integration using four different strategies (15 patients). Different EA maps were performed according to the strategy in exam: aortic map, collected from the descending portion of the arch to the ascending one; partial or complete LV map, reconstructed with a minimum of 40 widely distributed points or 200 points, respectively. We then evaluated the utility in LV substrate mapping of the most accurate integration method identified (ten patients). Strategy III, based on aortic map and a partial LV map, allowed us to obtain an accurate integration with MR images of aorta and LV with a lower number of EA LV points; we therefore used this strategy during phase II of the study. Both mean LV end diastolic volume and long- and short-axis LV end diastolic diameters obtained by MR were not significantly different compared with Carto measurements. Eighty-eight percent of the segments with transmural/subendocardial scar detected by delayed enhanced MR were localized on bipolar voltage maps projected on MR-integrated images. This study shows that integration strategy III represents the optimal registration method. Its clinical utility consists on guiding the catheter roving inside the chamber, mapping all areas of the LV and optimizing scar reconstruction.